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Interfacial gravity currents. II. Wave excitation
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We examine the response of a two- and three-layer salt-stratified fluid to the collapse of a mixed
region intruding along the middle layer. For sufficiently deep middle layers, the intrusion~an
interfacial gravity current! excites a double-humped solitary wave appearing in the interfacial layer
in front of the intrusion head. When the solitary wave is generated the current stops propagating.
Trailing the intrusion are large-amplitude trapped internal waves. We study the effect of
middle-layer depth and density difference to determine the conditions under which a solitary wave
is generated. We propose that this transition occurs because the intrusion resonantly couples with
trapped internal waves for a sufficiently thick interface. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A gravity current~also known as a density or buoyanc
current! is an intrusion that moves under the influence
gravity when a fluid of one density propagates horizonta
into an ambient fluid of another density. Some examples
gravity currents in the atmosphere are sea-breeze fro1

microbursts,2 and other manifestations of thunderstorm o
flows. A recent summary of observations and experiment
gravity currents has been given by Simpson.3

There have been numerous experimental and theore
studies of the dynamics of gravity currents intruding into
uniform environment.4–8 Gravity currents are closely relate
to turbulent bores, phenomena in which the depth of fl
increases as it passes through a hydraulic jump. In a t
layer fluid the bore is turbulent if the ratio of the depth of t
fluid behind and ahead of the bore approximately exceed
~e.g., see Ref. 3, Sec. 13!. A gravity current occurs if the
depth of the fluid ahead of the bore is negligibly small. In t
opposite limit, where the ratio of the depths is close to un
an undular bore develops. The formation and characteris
of such internal bores have been studied both experimen
and theoretically.9–11 Similar to and sometimes identifie
with undular bores are solitary waves. These are hum
shaped disturbances that displace mass a finite distance
like undular bores, the fluid depths behind and ahead o
solitary wave are the same. The structure and speed of i
nal solitary waves has been well studied in theory12–16 and
experiments.17–20

When a gravity current propagates in a stratified amb
fluid, bores, internal waves, and internal solitary waves m
be generated. The conditions under which a botto
propagating gravity current may create a bore in a two-la
fluid have been studied experimentally by Rottman a
Simpson.21 They observed a bore propagating ahead of
gravity current under ‘‘partial blocking’’ conditions.9,10 In at-
tempts to create complete blocking conditions, the grav
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current instead propagated along the interface between
two layers of the ambient fluid.

The dynamics of intrusions along the interface of a tw
layer fluid have been examined in a variety
experiments.22–24In particular, Maxworthy23 investigated the
behavior of solitary waves excited by an intrusion in a tw
layer fluid with a ‘‘thick’’ ~molecularly diffused! interface.
Noh et al.25 observed solitary waves generated by an int
sive fluid ~a ‘‘thermal’’! propagating along a density inte
face. In a study of an intrusion in more complex stratific
tion, Manassehet al.26 examined the propagation of
thermal incident upon a linearly stratified lower layer. Th
observed a solitary wave developing over the thermal, wh
in turn lost mass and stopped propagating.

As a step toward understanding the dynamics of a gr
ity current in a continuously stratified system, it is useful
determine the various wave behaviors in a three-layer flu
Because of its relatively simple structure experimental
sults may be compared with analytic theories. A three-la
fluid introduces dynamics not present in a two-layer flu
because of the more complex dispersion relation of inter
waves. In a companion paper,27 a three-layer fluid has bee
shown to develop naturally due to interfacial mixing by t
passage of successive intrusions. In the experiments
cussed here the ambient fluid is initially a three-layer flu
and the analyses focus upon the excitation of waves from
intrusion.

We examine the behavior of the flow within a sa
stratified fluid by way of lock-release experiments. The a
bient fluid structure is symmetric: the lower and upper lay
are of equal depth and, in three-layer fluid experiments,
density of the middle layer is the average of the outer t
layers. If the width of the middle layer exceeds a critic
depth, an intrusive gravity current is found to excite an
ternal ‘‘double-humped’’ solitary wave in front of the gravit
current head. The wave is double-humped or~using the lan-
guage of internal waves in three-layer fluids! varicose in the
sense that the wave crest on the upper interface of the mi
layer overlies and, indeed, is coupled to the wave trough
il:
8 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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the lower interface. As the solitary wave is generated
current itself stops propagating. Trailing the gravity curre
are large-amplitude trapped internal waves.

In the language of solitary wave theory, this sequence
events may alternately be described as the transition fro
large-amplitude solitary wave with closed streamlines~which
therefore transports mass within the streamlines along w
the wave! to a smaller amplitude solitary wave with ope
streamlines~which displaces but does not transport ma
long distances!. We choose not to adopt this terminolog
because of the ambiguity introduced when examining
transition from two- to three-layer fluid dynamics. In a tw
layer fluid, the phenomena is best described as an intru
gravity current, not a solitary wave with closed streamlin
because the middle-layer interface increases from zero a
of the intrusion to finite depth behind the intrusion and b
cause a double-humped solitary wave with open streaml
cannot occur in this case. Thus, to be consistent, for b
two- and three-layer fluid experiments we describe the p
nomena that transports the mass long distances from the
as an intrusion.

The experimental setup and qualitative results are
scribed in Sec. II. In Sec. III we extend the predictions
shallow water theory to a three-layer fluid and we der
estimates of momentum transport associated with intrus
and waves. Theories and experimental results are comp
in Sec. IV and concluding remarks are given in Sec. V.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SET UP

Experiments of intrusions in two- and three-layer flui
have been carried out in which the relative densities of
layers and the thickness of the middle layer are varied.

The experiments are performed in a glass tank mea
ing 197.3 cm long, 17.3 cm wide, and 48.5 cm tall. In t
special case of a two-layer fluid, salt water of densityr1 is
filled to a depth of 9 cm in the tank. A 9 cm deep layer
fresh water, of densityr0 , is layered on top by adding th
water through a sponge float. The total depth of the fluid
H518 cm. The density difference between the two layer
denoted byDr5r12r0 . In setting up a three-layer exper
ment with a middle-layer depth ofd, the bottom layer is
filled with salt water of densityr1 to a depth (H2d)/2. A
weaker salt water solution of densityrm5 1

2(r01r1) is lay-
ered on top through a sponge float until the total fluid de
is (H1d)/2. Finally fresh water is layered on top until th
total depth of stratified fluid in the tank isH. In each experi-
ment,H518 cm and the upper and lower layers have eq
depth. In some experiments the density profile is not de
mined explicitly. The density of the three layers and t
middle layer width are estimated from the conditions used
set up the experiments. Typically,d50, 2, 3, and 4 cm. In
experiments used to measure the speed of intrusions
waves, a traversing conductivity probe is used to meas
density profiles.27

A water-tight gate is inserted 8.4 cm from one end of t
tank between two 1 mm thin glass strips forming a verti
guide from which the gate can be rapidly extracted. The fl
behind the gate is thoroughly mixed to create a homogene
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fluid with density approximately equal torm . This mixed
fluid is dyed so that it can be easily distinguished from t
ambient fluid after the gate is removed. When the fluid in
lock is almost stationary the gate is rapidly extracted. T
lock fluid then collapses to form an intrusion along the int
face at mid-depth.

In some experiments withd50 and 2 cm, intrusions are
successively released throughout a number of runs. The m
ing caused by the intrusions acts to widen the middle lay

To analyze the characteristics of the intrusions and in
facial waves, the experiments are recorded on a digital vi
camera focusing on a 20 cm wide window of the tank e
tending between 80 and 100 cm from the lock-end of
tank. The DigImage software package28 is used to take ve-
locity, wavelength, amplitude, and other measurements
termined from digitized time-series images. Accurate m
surements of intrusion and wave speeds are determined
images extending over the full length of the tank.

If the middle-layer depth is less than 2 cm, the intrusi
propagates along the middle layer to the end of the ta
Kelvin–Helmholtz instabilities are observed behind the he
The development of the instabilities becomes less p
nounced if the middle-layer depth is larger than 2 cm. T
relation between the instability size and interface width h
also been observed by Britter and Simpson24 in their two-
layer experiments. We also observe that the Kelvi
Helmholtz billows appearing behind the intrusion head
crease in size for a faster intrusion~largerDr). This occurs
because there is greater velocity shear at the interface
tween the head and the ambient fluid.5,29

In the case of a two-layer fluid, the trapped intern
waves behind the intrusion are of small amplitude and per
for one or two wavelengths. If the middle layer is sufficient
wide, a double-humped solitary wave is excited in the int
facial layer propagating in front of the intrusion head. Up
the creation of the solitary wave the intrusion stops pro
gating. Trailing the intrusion are large-amplitude qua
monochromatic internal waves. Figure 1 shows a schem
illustrating this transition.

III. THEORY

The experiments show that the dominant flow
spanwise-uniform across the width of the tank. Therefo
the relevant dynamics can be described by a theory for t
dimensional flow. We examine the predictions of simple tw
and three-layer models in order to develop insight into
dynamics of trapped internal waves, gravity currents, a
solitary waves in a three-layer fluid.

A. Intrusive gravity current speed

The steady-state speed of a bottom-propagating diss
tive gravity current of densityrm intruding into a finite-depth
fluid of densityr0 was predicted theoretically by Benjamin5

In good agreement with experiments,30 he found the propa-
gation speed,ugc2, to be given by

ugc2
2

g28Dd2
5

~H22Dd2!~2H22Dd2!

H2~H21Dd2!
, ~1!
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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3560 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 14, No. 10, October 2002 Mehta, Sutherland, and Kyba
in which H2 is the depth of the fluid into which the gravit
current intrudes andDd2 is the depth of the tail sufficiently
far behind the gravity current head. The reduced gravityg28
5g(rm2r0)/rm is given in terms of the density differenc
between the gravity current and the ambient.

Symmetry arguments may be used to extend this the
to predict the speed,ugc3, of an intrusion along the interfac
of a two-layer fluid. For ease of interpreting the discuss
below, a schematic of an intrusion in a three-layer fluid
shown in Fig. 2. The total fluid depth isH and it is assumed
the upper and lower layers each have depthH/2. The total
depth of the tail of the intrusion sufficiently far behind th
head isDd. SettingH25H/2 andDd25Dd/2, and using the
relationrm2r05Dr/2, ~1! gives

ugc3
2

gsDd
5

1

4

~H2Dd!~2H2Dd!

H~H1Dd!
. ~2!

In this expression, the relative density difference,s, is de-
fined by

s[
Dr

rm
5

r12r0

rm
. ~3!

The speed,Cgc, of an intrusion in an infinitely deep fluid
is given by~2! in the limit H→`:

Cgc5AgsDd/2. ~4!

In deriving ~2! and ~4!, it is assumed the thicknesses
the interfaces are negligibly small. However, in experime
of intrusions into a two-layer fluid the width of the tail be
hind the intrusion is comparable with the initial interfa

FIG. 1. Schematic showing the excitation of internal waves and soli
waves during the collapse of an interfacial gravity current.
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thickness.27 Both are on the order 0.5–1.0 cm. Thus som
discrepancies with theory are anticipated. The theory furth
more assumes there are no waves trailing behind the in
sion head.

In an internal bore, a two-layer fluid undergoes a hydra
lic jump so that the ratio of the lower to upper layer dept
changes to a new, but constant value. In the notation o
gravity current above, assuming the total depth,H2 , of the
fluid is constant, the lower layer depth is taken to jump fro
a depth ofd2 to d28[d21Dd2 during the passage of the bor
A bottom-propagating gravity current is a limiting case of
bore whered2 is zero. Internal bore speeds have been p
dicted by Yih and Guha31 and Wood and Simpson,10 but
these are not consistent with~1! in the limit d2→0. Rather
than assuming energy losses occurred within a botto
propagating bore, Klempet al.11 assumed that energy losse
occur within the upper layer, consistent with Benjamin5

proposal for gravity currents. They found the bore speed
given by

ubr2
2

g28d28
5

~2H22d282d2!~H22d28!d28

H2~H2d281H2d21d28
223d28d2!

. ~5!

This expression reduces to~1! in the limit d2→0 ~so that
d28→Dd2). The expression also reduces to the linear lon
wave speed in the limitd28→d2 .

Using symmetry, as in the derivation of~2!, the speed of
an intrusion in a three-layer fluid is found by extending t
result ~5!. SettingH25H/2 andd25d/2 in ~5! gives

ubr3
2

gs~d1Dd!
5

~2H22d2Dd!~H2d2Dd!~d1Dd!

4H@H~2d1Dd!2~d1Dd!~2d2Dd!#
.

~6!

In the limit of an infinitely deep fluid (H→`), the bore
speed becomes

Cbr5Ags

2

~d1Dd!2

2d1Dd
. ~7!

This reduces to~4! in the limit d→0.

y

FIG. 2. Schematic of an intrusive gravity current in a three-layer fluid. T
density of the intrusion is the same as the density of the middle layer.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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Figure 3 shows the predicted bore speeds in two-
three-layer fluids. The speeds are given relative to the t
layer intrusion speed,Cgc. The plots show that, althoug
there may be some uncertainty in the measurement ofDd,
there is relatively small uncertainty inCbr . The relative
speed of the bore is smaller in finite-depth fluid, but t
difference is less than 10% for typical experimental value

In all the theories presented above, it is assumed the
or gravity current is steadily supplied with fluid so that
propagates in quasi-steady state. In the lock-release ex
ments of bottom-propagating gravity currents, this assum
tion is valid until the gravity current propagates a distan
between 6 to 10 lock-lengths from the lock. After travelin
this distance, an inverted bore~produced by the reflection o
the return flow in the lock! catches up with the gravity cur
rent and slows its progress.32 However, as illustrated in Fig
4, such deceleration is not observed for intrusions. The
grams show the results of three experiments, one of a gra
current propagating along the bottom of the tank in a o
layer fluid, one of an intrusion propagating along the int
face of a two-layer fluid, and one of an intrusion into t
middle layer of a three-layer fluid. In the first case, salt a
dye are added to the fluid in the lock so that the relat
density difference between the lock fluid and the ambien
s50.019. In the second case, the relative density differe
between the upper and lower layers iss50.028 and the fluid
in the lock is mixed so that its density is the average of
upper and lower layer fluids. In the third case the relat
density difference between the upper and lower layers is
50.018 and the middle layer, which is 3 cm thick, has t
same density as the fluid in the lock. The lock length is
same (,58.4 cm) in all three experiments.

Horizontal time series are used to determine the posi
of the front of the gravity current and intrusion over tim
The front position is plotted to the right in Fig. 4. Nondime
sional times t/T are plotted in which the time-scaleT
5,(gsH)1/2 and H is the total depth of the ambient fluid
While the bottom-propagating gravity current clearly dec
erates after it propagates approximately 100 cm from
lock, the intrusions maintain an almost constant speed o
the same time and distance traveled. However, the intru
in the three-layer fluid stops propagating midway along
tank and a double-humped solitary wave continues to pro
gate to the end of the tank.

In summary, although the behavior of the intrusion
examined in detail between 6 and 10 lock lengths from
lock-end of the tank, the dynamics of the rear bore intera
ing with the intrusion head are not expected to play a sign
cant role in what is observed.

B. Internal waves

The characteristics of the observed internal waves m
be compared with those derived for a three-layer fluid
total depthH and middle-layer depthd. Analytic solutions
may be found if the thicknesses of the upper and lower
terfaces are assumed to be zero and the system is assum
Downloaded 13 Jan 2003 to 129.128.207.11. Redistribution subject to A
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be spanwise uniform and of infinite horizontal and vertic
extent. The ambient stepwise-continuous density profile
given by

rstep~z!5H r0 , d/2,z,H/2,

rm , 2d/2<z<d/2,

r1 , 2H/2,z,2d/2.

~8!

~Here, for mathematical convenience,z50 corresponds to
the fluid’s mid-depth.! The displacement from equilibrium o
the upper and lower interfaces ish1 and h2 , respectively.
These are assumed to be small compared with the w
length of the disturbances, so that linear theory can be
plied. Wavelike solutions are assumed so thath j (x,t)
5Aje

i (kx2vt) for j 51,2.
Assuming the flow in each layer is inviscid, irrotationa

incompressible, and not diffusive, the motion in each la
can be described by velocity potentialsf0 , f1 , andf2 for
the upper, middle, and lower layers, respectively. The bou
ary conditions require continuity and zero stress across
interfaces and vanishing vertical velocities at the upper
lower boundaries of the domain. The resulting bound
value problem has been well studied in general.33,34 The re-
sulting set of equations form an eigenvalue problem in wh
the eigenvalue is the dispersion relationv5v(k) and the
corresponding eigenfunction gives the structure of the w
modes.

With the assistance of the symbolic algebra progra
Maple, the analytic form of the dispersion relation is foun
In the simple case of an infinitely large domain, the disp
sion relation is given implicitly by

~v2!2F12
s2~12g!

16 G2~v2!F1

2
gskG1F12g

16
~gsk!2G50,

~9!

whereg5exp (22kd). The two roots of the quadratic equa
tion for v2 correspond to the dispersion relations for t

FIG. 3. Normalized speed of an intrusion in a three-layer fluid as a func
of the relative change in the middle-layer depth,d/(d1Dd). Values are
shown for a fluid of depthH518 cm andDd51.0 cm ~solid line!; H
518 cm andDd50.5 cm~dashed line!; andH→` andDd51.0 cm~dot-
ted line!. The bore speed is normalized by the predicted speed,Cgc , of a
gravity current in an infinitely deep two-layer fluid.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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even ~sinuous! and odd~varicose! modes. It can be shown
that both roots are positive so there are no unstable mode
the system (v is real!. The corresponding eigenfunctions r
veal the structure of the modes. For the even~odd! modes,
A1 andA2 are of the same~opposite! sign. For fixedk, the
frequency of the even mode is larger than that of the o

FIG. 4. Propagation of~a! a gravity current along the bottom of a tank in
one-layer fluid of depth 8.5 cm,~b! an intrusion along the interface in
two-layer fluid, each layer of depth 8.5 cm~the bottom layer appears gray!,
and ~c! an intrusion into the middle layer of a three-layer fluid~the upper
and lower interfaces appear light gray!. In all three cases the fluid from th
lock is dyed so that it appears black in the images. The images to the
show the nondimensional position (x/,) and structure of the gravity current
intrusions at nondimensional timest/T538.6, 51.4, and 64.3 s after the ga
is extracted. The plots to the right show the position over time~solid line! of
the front of the gravity current/intrusion. The dotted line is the offset bes
line to the data betweenx/,54.8 and 9.6. Notice the deceleration of th
bottom propagating current at late times. Also note that the intrusion
three-layer fluid stops propagating after approximately ten lock-lengths
Downloaded 13 Jan 2003 to 129.128.207.11. Redistribution subject to A
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mode. In the long wavelength limitkd→0, the dispersion
relation of the even mode is the same as that for inter
waves in a two-layer fluid. In particular the phase speed,cp

5v/k, of the even and odd modes are

Ce5Ags/2k ~10!

and

Co5Agsd/2, ~11!

respectively. The phase speed of the odd mode is typic
much smaller than that of the even mode if the depth,d, of
the middle layer is relatively small compared with the ho
zontal wavelengthl52p/k.

The relationship between the predicted phase speed
wavenumber is shown in Fig. 5 for~a! even and~b! odd
modes with s50.02 andd52 cm. In each diagram the
phase speed relationship is shown for an infinitely deep fl
~dashed-line! and a fluid withH518 cm ~dotted-line!. The
horizontal axis is the nondimensional wavenumberkd and
the phase speed is normalized byCgc, given by~4!.

For kd*0.4 the phase speed relation between
infinite-depth and finite-depth fluids is approximately t
same. Finite-depth effects are most pronounced for the e
modes withkd!0.4. In a finite-depth fluid the phase spe
approaches a constant value~dependent uponH) as the
wavenumber becomes small, whereas the phase speed
bounded in an infinitely deep fluid.

Benjamin5 showed that waves should not occur in the l
of a bottom-propagating gravity current. Effectively this
because the phase speed of shallow water waves, which
pends on the depth of the tail of the current, is slower th
the gravity current speed: the waves are supercritical.
analogous waves in a three-layer fluid are odd-mode dis
bances, which Fig. 5 shows are indeed supercritical. Ho
ever, the phase speed of long wavelength even modes is
pendent not upon the depthd of the interface, as in~11!.
Rather, it depends upon the wavenumberk, as in ~10!: the
long wave even modes have faster phase speed. Indee
the experiments reported here, the waves are subcritical.
fundamentally for this reason that waves are excited in
lee of an intrusion, though not in the lee of a bottom
propagating gravity current.

Using a numerical code that solves the Taylor–Goldst
equation,34,35 the dispersion relation of these modes can
determined in a fluid where the upper and lower interfaces
the middle layer have finite thicknessD.0. Rather than a
discontinuous jump in density across each interface, the d
sity profile is assumed to vary as a hyperbolic tangent fu
tion. This variation has been shown to approximate clos
the accurately measured density profile in a series of lo
release experiments.27

The phase speed relation for the even and odd mode
plotted as the solid line in Fig. 5 for the case withD
50.5 cm. There is negligible difference between this li
and that calculated for the even mode of a three-layer fl
with D50. Thus the thickening due to mixing of the upp
and lower interfaces of the middle layer does not sign
cantly affect the characteristics of sinuous waves. For
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even modes, the effects of the interface thickness should
come important for waves with wavenumberk*1/D.

Even if k is small, the phase speed of the odd mode
reduced if the interfaces are thick. The degree to which i
reduced is found to be a function of the interface thickn
D. This is anticipated because the middle layer is alterna
compressed and stretched due to the motion of lo
wavelength varicose waves and the motion therefore sh
depend sensitively upon the structure of the middle laye

In experiments, the wave train behind the head of
intrusion is observed to have the structure of even mo
with moderately small wavenumbers. The theory presen
here shows that their dynamics are well represented by
analytic model in which the background density profile
stepwise-continuous.

C. Solitary waves

A large-amplitude disturbance on relatively shallow w
ter may develop to form a coherent structure in the form o
solitary wave. Solitary waves in a two-layer fluid have be
studied theoretically in considerable detail.12–16,20,36,37Typi-
cally, an internal solitary wave is an elevated hump if t

FIG. 5. Normalized phase speeds versus normalized wavenumber fo~a!
even mode and~b! odd mode internal waves in a three-layer fluid withs
5Dr/rm50.02 andd52 cm. The dispersion relationships are calculat
for a fluid with interface thicknessD50.5 cm and total depthH518 cm
~solid line!, D50 andH518 cm ~dotted line!, D50 andH→` ~dashed
line!. The phase speeds are normalized by the gravity current speedcgc

given by ~4!, with Dd51.0.
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depth of the upper layer is greater than the depth of the lo
layer. It is a wave of depression if the depth of the upp
fluid is less than that of the lower fluid.

Extending these concepts to a symmetric three-la
fluid, in which the upper and lower layer depths are equa
solitary wave may develop in the form of a double-hump
wave propagating along the middle layer@see Fig. 1~c!#. The
middle layer thus plays the role of a shallow fluid that bo
underlies the deeper upper layer~and so a hump of elevation
may exist at the upper interface! and overlies the deepe
lower layer ~and so a hump of depression may exist at
lower interface!. The experiments show that the two distu
bances are phase-locked propagating as a single disturb
with the symmetry of odd~varicose! internal wave modes.

In view of the above analyses of internal wave disp
sion relations, the speed of the observed double-humped
tary wave is expected to be overpredicted in a theory t
does not account for the effects of thick upper and low
interfaces. A rigorous derivation of the solitary wave spe
in a fluid with thick interfaces is beyond the scope of th
work. Rather, an estimate of the solitary wave speed i
stepwise-continuous three-layer fluid is determined by
tending well-known theories of internal solitary waves in
two-fluid system.

The theoretical study of internal solitary waves was i
tiated by Keulegan12 who extended the work of Kortewe
and deVries38 ~KdV! to a Boussinesq two-layer fluid with
free surface. In the development of the resulting ‘‘KdV
equation, it is assumed that the amplitudeAsw is related to
the horizontal extent,l, of the waves by the scaling

Asw/d25OS d2
2

l2D , ~12!

where d2 is the depth of the~shallow! bottom layer. For
relatively small-amplitude waves (Asw/H2,0.05), experi-
ments have shown that under the scaling~12! the KdV equa-
tion is a good description of the speed and structure
waves.17,20

In the experiments reported here, the analogous am
tude of the observed solitary wave is larger than 0.05,
half depth of the fluid, and so a KdV theory is not we
adapted for comparison with the experimental results. In
case the return flow of the ambient fluid is sufficiently lar
that the structure and speed of the solitary wave are m
fied. A more accurate representation of the solitary wave
namics is given by adapting the large-amplitude solita
wave theory that combines results of a KdV and ‘‘modifie
KdV’’ theory.39–41With rigid upper and lower boundary con
ditions and for a Boussinesq fluid, the large-amplitude K
theory predicts the speed of a large-amplitude internal s
tary wave to be19

usw25Ag28H2/4F12
2

H2
2 ~Asw2h̄!2G , ~13!

in which h̄.H2/22d2 , and we have assumedrm /r0.1.
The structure of the wave is given by
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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h5Asw

sech2 @k~x2usw2t !#

12m tanh2@k~x2usw2t !#
, ~14!

where k.@12Asw(2h̄2Asw)# (1/2)/H2
2 and m.(2h̄

2Asw)/Asw. Note that ifAsw5h̄, ~14! becomesh5Asw, a
constant. The distance between the interface and the
layer fluid’s mid-depth,h̄, is the limiting amplitude of the
solitary wave. The use of modified KdV theory is appropria
only if the wave amplitude is close to this limiting amplitud
In Sec. IV C we show this is indeed the case.

As above, the symmetry of the double-humped solit
waves is exploited to derive a simple extension of Kd
theory. Assuming the streamline at mid-depth in the fluid
horizontal, we letH52H2 and d52d2 in ~13! to find the
solitary wave speed

usw35AS gsH

16 D F128
~Asw1H/42d/2!2

H2 G , ~15!

whereAsw is the maximum vertical displacement of the u
per interface.

The KdV theory has been modified to account for larg
amplitude effects.37,39–41 Two-layer internal solitary wave
theory has been generalized to non-Boussinesq fluids13 and
to fluids with infinitely large upper layer depth.13,15,16How-
ever, the required scaling of these theories lies beyond
regime for the waves observed in the experiments repo
upon here.

D. Momentum budget

In order to assess the relative dynamical importance
the trailing internal waves and the solitary waves to the e
lution of the intrusion, the momentum flux associated w
each is estimated.

For d!H the mass per unit width of the intrusion
approximatelyrm,H. Given the initial velocityci , the total
momentum of the initial intrusion is approximately

M i5rm,Hci . ~16!

At a distanceLsw from the lock, the intrusion stop
propagating and its momentum is lost to the internal wa
and the solitary wave. To estimate the momentum extrac
from the intrusion, imagine a control volume which su
rounds the head of the intrusion and which is stationary i
reference frame moving with speedci . The divergence of
the momentum flux,F5*rmuuI u2 dz, integrated over the
control volume gives the momentum extracted per unit ti
from the intrusion. Based on experimental observation,
assume internal waves are continuously excited by the in
sion until it stops propagating and the solitary wave is g
erated. The time over which this occurs is approximat
Lsw/Ci . The velocity field,uI , of internal waves is estimate
using the stepwise-continuous three-layer model describe
Sec. III B. In the limit of internal waves that are long wit
respect to the middle-layer depth and are short with res
to the total fluid depth,

M iw'LswrmAiw
2 gs

2
/ci , ~17!
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where Aiw is the maximum vertical displacement of th
waves. In particular,~17! shows thatM iw should be propor-
tional to the square of the wave amplitude,Aiw .

The momentum extracted by the solitary wave is e
mated to be twice the momentum extracted by the modi
KdV solitary wave in a two-layer fluid: 2*(*0

hrmu dz) dx,
whereh is the displacement of the upper interface given
~14!. Using equations for incompressible fluid,

M sw52rmcswE
2`

`

h dx.2rmcswS 2AswHd2

3 D 1/2

, ~18!

wherecsw is the speed of the solitary wave.

IV. ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTS

In this section, the observed properties of the interfac
gravity current and the waves it generates are presented
compared with theory. The focus of these analyses is to
derstand the transition in the dynamics of an intrusion a
propagates into a three-layer fluid with a middle layer
different widths.

A. Intrusive gravity current

Horizontal time series of digitized images of the expe
ments are used to estimate the speed of the intrusive gra
current and the phase speed and wavelength of trailing in
nal waves. For example, Fig. 6 shows the horizontal ti
series taken from a cross section along the length of the
during an experiment in which an intrusion propagates int
two-layer fluid withs50.033. Timet50 corresponds to the
moment when the lock is released. The slope of the low
dark band gives the horizontal speed of the intrusion. T
slope of the bands at later times give the phase spee
successive trailing internal waves. This image shows th
trailing waves behind the intrusion. In horizontal time ser
taken from experiments in which an intrusion propaga
into a three-layer fluid, the trailing internal waves form
quasi-monochromatic wave train and the phase speed o
waves is moderately faster than the speed of the intrus
itself.

The second column of Table I lists the measured spe
of intrusions propagating along the interface of a two-lay
fluid. The third column compares the results with the p
dicted gravity current speed given by~4!, in which we have
used the estimateDd5eH.0.8 cm. In each case, we fin
the observed speed is larger thanCgc by approximately 50%.
The discrepancy is attributed to overestimation ofDd: the
depth of the tail behind the gravity current head is in fa
smaller than the ultimate thickening of the middle lay
Though the relative discrepancy is independent ofs, it
changes with the lock length. In experiments with locks fi
times longer, we find the ratio of the observed speed toCgc is
approximately equal to 1.

Figure 7 plots the observed speed,ci
obs, of an intrusion

moving horizontally into a three-layer fluid for a range
experiments with different middle-layer depths,d, and rela-
tive density differences,s. In all experiments,58.4 cm.
Hence,eH5(,/L)H.0.8 cm. The normalized speed is re
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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resented by a Froude number Fri5ci
obs/@gs(d1eH)/2# (1/2).

If the depth of the tail behind the intrusion,Dd, was equal to
the anticipated ultimate thickening of the middle layereH,
then ~7! predicts Fri.1/2(1/2), in the limit H→` and Dd
!d. However, when plotted againsteH/(d1eH), the ex-
perimental data collapse approximately onto a straight
passing through the origin. The slope of the best fit l
through the points and the origin is 3.1060.02.

These observations allow us to predict that, ifeH!d,
the speed of the intrusion depends upond ands according to

ci}eH~gs/d!(1/2). ~19!

This result is contrary to~7!, which predicts that the
intrusion speed should be an increasing function ofd. How-
ever, the theory assumed that the bore is supplied with
infinite volume of fluid, whereas the experiments supply
finite volume of fluid, characterized by the value ofeH.
Thus, unlike two-layer fluid experiments, the lock length is
non-negligible parameter in determining intrusion speeds

Measurements of intrusion speeds in a three-layer fl
are listed in the fourth column of Table I. The intrusio
speeds are consistently slower than those of intrusions
two-layer fluid. The fifth and six columns of Table I sho
that the phase speeds of trailing internal waves and of
leading solitary wave are moderately faster than the in
sion. This is discussed further in the sections below.

FIG. 6. Horizontal time series taken from experiments showing the mo
of the intrusion and trailing internal waves 0.5 cm below mid-depth over
entire length of the tank. The time series is shown over 30 s after the
~with ,58.4 cm) is released.

TABLE I. Gravity current speeds,cgc , along an interface in two-layer ex
periments, intrusion speeds,ci , in three-layer experiments, and correspon
ing relative internal wave speeds and solitary wave speeds.

s

d50 cm d.3.7 cm

cgc ~cm/s! cgc /Cgc ci ~cm/s! ciw /ci csw /ci

0.002 1.4 1.6 1.2 1.3 1.2
0.007 2.9 1.7 2.3 1.2 1.2
0.017 4.0 1.5 1.3 1.2 1.1
0.033 5.5 1.5 4.7 1.1 1.1
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B. Internal waves

Though internal waves are always observed behind
gravity current, their number and amplitude are large if t
width, d, of the middle interface is large. The resonant ex
tation of internal waves is clearly demonstrated in Fig.
which shows time series of a vertical cross section of
tank during the passage of a successive series of intrus
The middle layer and intrusions are dyed with different c
ors so that their motions may be visualized.

In run 1 ~top! the intrusion passes along the interface
a two-layer fluid. The time series is shown for 38 s, shor
before the head of the intrusion arrives at the position of
vertical cross-section~about 80 cm from the lock-end of th
tank!. The time series clearly shows sinusoidal oscillato
motion due to even-mode internal waves trailing behind
intrusion. The waves persist for approximately three perio

As a result of interfacial mixing by the intrusion, th
middle interface broadens. In run 2, the experiment is
peated by releasing an intrusion into this approximat
three-layer fluid. The vertical time series shows that wa
are excited over longer times after the intrusion has pas
In successive runs, as the depth of the middle layer increa
larger amplitude waves are excited for longer times. The
erage amplitude is found by measuring half the vertical d
tance between adjacent crests and troughs in the time se

The frequency of the waves may be determined fr
images of the vertical times series, as shown in Fig. 8,
from horizontal time series, such as that shown in Fig. 6

Horizontal time series are also used to measure
wavelength,l, of the trailing internal waves. In experimen
with a range ofs andd, we find typicallyl520(61) cm.
The corresponding wavenumber isk50.31(60.01) cm21.
The wavelength is a weak function of the lock length, i
creasing by 10% as the lock length increases fivefold.
experiments in fluids with double the total depth,H, we find

n
e
k

FIG. 7. Values of Fri5ci
obs/@gs(d1eH)/2# (1/2) plotted againsteH/(d

1eH) for five experiments of an intrusion into a three-layer fluid withs
50.002 ~triangles!, 0.004 ~squares!, 0.007 ~diamonds!, 0.017 ~pentagons!,
and 0.033~circles!. For each experiment, three runs are performed withd
ranging from 3 to 5. In each case,eH.0.8 cm is constant. The diagona
dashed line is the best fit line through the data and the origin.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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the wavelength also doubles so thatkH remains approxi-
mately constant. The wavelength is set by the scale of
gravity current head, which has comparable horizontal
tent.

The particular internal wave mode excited~even or odd,
in a three-layer theory! is determined by the excitation fre
quency of the waves. In all experiments, the excitation f
quency is sufficiently large that even-mode waves are alw
observed. The excitation frequency is set by the speed
propagation of the intrusion. Indeed, experiments show
the phase speed of the waves is comparable, though slig
faster than the speed of the intrusion.

Figure 9 compares the observed phase speed with
predicted by an approximate linear theory. The plot sho
values of the internal wave Froude number, Friw5cp

obs/Ce ,
versus the nondimensional wavenumber,kH, which a range
of experiments show is approximately constant for a w
range of values of,, d, s, and H. We normalize byCe

becausekd.0.8 in all the experiments and therefore the p
dicted phase speed in infinite fluid is approximately equa
that in finite depth fluid withH518 cm. Typically the dis-
crepancy is less than 0.5%. Generally the wavelength
moderately larger than the total depth of fluid in the tan
Likewise, we find that the Froude number lies within t
narrow range 0.7&Friw&0.9. Thus the phase speed of t
even-mode internal waves is consistently overpredicted
~10!.

FIG. 8. False-color vertical time series taken for successive runs in
experiment. The middle layer is dyed to visualize the vertical motion of
intrusion and trailing internal waves.
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The second to last column in Table I shows that t
speed of the internal waves is typically faster than the sp
of the intrusion. Thus, consistent with Fig. 5, even-mo
instead of odd-mode internal waves are generated behind
intrusion.

The efficiency with which the intrusion excites intern
waves is evaluated by measuring the amplitude of the wa
Table II lists measured amplitudes of the waves in exp
ments with middle interface widths ofd53 and 4 cm and
different relative density differences,s. The table shows tha
the amplitude of the waves decreases ass increases, but the
amplitude is relatively insensitive to the value ofd over the
range investigated. The wave amplitudes are approxima
2% of their horizontal wavelength. In comparison, the ma
mum amplitude of deep water waves before breaking is
of their horizontal wavelength.42 Thus, although 2% is a
small number, it appears to be sufficiently large that the w
speed is adjusted by nonlinear effects. This may explain
discrepancies between linear theory and the observation
Fig. 9.

C. Solitary wave

If the middle layer is sufficiently wide, the intrusion i
observed to stop propagating and a double-humped sol
wave is generated. The solid curves in Fig. 10 show
observed displacement of the upper interface due to the
sage of the solitary wave in experiments withd53 and 4
cm. In both experiments the three-layer fluid is set up i
tially with thin dye lines marking the positions of the upp
and lower interfaces. For both,s50.027 andeH.0.8. The
structure of the upper interface is reconstructed from a v
tical time series of the experiment taken 150 cm from
lock-end of the tank. Specifically, a contour is matched to
edge of the upper dye line and its vertical position as a fu
tion of time h(t) is recorded. Observing that the motion
the solitary wave is close to steady state, moving with sp

n
e

FIG. 9. Values of the Friw5cp /Ce plotted againstkH for five experiments
of an intrusion into a three-layer fluid withs50.002 ~triangles!, 0.004
~squares!, 0.007 ~diamonds!, 0.017 ~pentagons!, and 0.033~circles!. For
each experiment, three runs are performed withd ranging from 3 to 5. In
each case,eH.0.8 cm is constant.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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csw, the spatial structure of the interface is given byh(x)
[h(2cswt). The plot is then shifted inx so that the position
of the the maximum occurs atx50 and it is shifted inh so
that the mean value between to the crest and trough of
trailing internal wave~to the left of the solitary wave! corre-
sponds toh50.

The plots demonstrate the difficulty in defining solita
wave amplitudes: the distance from the peak of the solit
wave to initial level of the interface~to the right of the wave!
is greater than the distance to the mean level of the trai
internal waves. The difference can be as large as 1 cm.
have chosen to define the amplitude with respect to the l
of the interface trailing the waves because theory then g
the closest agreement with observations.

In experiments with a wide range ofs, the amplitudes
are typicallyAsw.2.0 in experiments withd53 cm, andAsw

is 10% smaller in experiments withd54 cm. In all cases the
Asw1d/2 is only moderately less than the critical amplitu
Ac.H/4. This justifies our use of the modified Kd
theory40,41 for analyzing the waves.

The predicted structure of an internal solitary wave in
two-layer fluid is superimposed on the plots in Fig. 10. T
dashed line shows the amplitude predicted by modified K
theory,~14!. Though the agreement is good near the peak
the waves, the predicted width is wider than observed
comparison, the width of classical KdV solitons~not shown!
is less than half that of the observed width.

The modified KdV theory does a poor job predicting t
wave speed. The predicted speed, given by~15!, is typically
three to four times larger than the observed speed. In part
may be attributed to the non zero thickness of the upper
lower layer fluid interfaces and also due to interactions w
trailing internal waves.

In our analyses, we find the solitary wave speed co
pares better withCo as given by~11!. Figure 11 shows the

TABLE II. Observations of internal wave amplitudes (Aiw), propagation
distance of intrusion (Lsw), and estimates of the initial momentum flux p
unit mass associated with the intrusionMi /rm . Also given is the the rela-
tive momentum extracted by internal wavesM iw /Mi and by solitary waves
M sw /Mi . Values ofAiw andLsw are given in centimeters and ofMi /rm in
cm3/s. Upper bounds on the errors are estimated to be65% for Mi ,
620% for M sw , and625% for M iw .

s

d53 cm

Aiw Lsw

Mi

rm

Miw

Mi

M sw

Mi

0.0025 0.44 110 1.53102 0.17 0.74
0.01 0.39 90 3.03102 0.11 0.74
0.02 0.37 140 4.23102 0.16 0.74
0.03 0.34 180 5.23102 0.17 0.74

d54 cm
0.0025 0.45 80 1.53102 0.13 0.91
0.005 0.42 95 2.13102 0.14 0.91
0.01 0.41 97 3.03102 0.13 0.90
0.02 0.32 97 4.23102 0.08 0.91
0.03 0.36 110 5.23102 0.12 0.90
0.04 0.32 112 6.03102 0.10 0.90
0.05 0.19 120 6.73102 0.04 0.90
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observed solitary wave speeds in experiments with a rang
values ofd ands, and witheH50.8 cm fixed. The normal-
ized speeds are represented by a Froude numbersw

5csw
obs/@gs(d1eH)/2# (1/2). As with the intrusion speeds, w

find that Frsw varies linearly with eH/(d1eH) over the
range of data shown. The best fit line through the data po
and the origin has slope 3.5160.04. The slope is 13% large
than that determined for the intrusion. This is consistent w
the data in the last column of Table I, which shows the so
tary wave speed is 10%–20% faster than the intrusion sp

We have not been able to assess the dependence o
solitary wave speed upon amplitude because only a lim
range of amplitudes are generated by the method we em
to create the waves.

Table II lists the observed maximum horizontal distan
Lsw, to which the fluid originating from the lock propagate
and beyond which a solitary wave travels. The values
accurate to within 2 cm. For fixeds, the solitary wave ap-
pears at a further distanceLsw along in the tank whend
53 cm than it does whend54 cm. If d is fixed, the solitary
wave appears further along in the tank for a highers.

In a series of experiments in which a three-layer syst
is created by repeatedly releasing an intrusion into a tw
layer system, the effect of changing the lock-length, is ob-
served. For a fixed value ofs, the distanced at which the
solitary wave is excited is measured on the third run of th

FIG. 10. Comparison between the observed displacement of the uppe
terface by a solitary wave~solid line! and that predicted by modified-KdV
theory ~dashed line!. Results are shown for two experiments in which t
middle interface thickness is~a! d53 cm and~b! d54 cm.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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different experiments with,520, 30, and 40 cm. As ex
pected, intrusions released from longer locks result in
larger increase in interfacial layer thickness, which in tu
corresponds to smallerLsw. The factors governing the valu
of Lsw are examined below.

D. Momentum balance

By experimentally determining the amplitude and fr
quency of the waves, the momentum of the intrusion,Mi ,
and the amount extracted by the internal waves,M iw , and
the solitary wave,M sw, can each be determined. These v
ues are listed in Table II.

Upper bounds on the error are estimated to be65% for
Mi , 620% for M sw and625% for M iw . The large source
of error for the computed internal and solitary wave mom
tum flux lies in the sensitivity to the data. For the intern
wave momentum flux, there is a strong dependence on
accuracy of the wave amplitude.

The table shows that the momentum of the intrusion
creases with increasings. This is expected because the i
trusion propagates faster if the vertical density gradien
larger. The table also shows that the momentum extracte
the internal and solitary waves increases with increasings so
that the sum is approximately equal toMi .

Despite the crudeness of the approximations, it is s
prising to find how well the estimates predict a balanc
partition of extracted momentum by internal and solita
waves. For fixedd, an approximately constant fraction of th
intrusion’s momentum is extracted by the solitary wave. T
occurs because the wave has a fixed size and speed w
depends on the initial setup of the experiment. The mom
tum extracted by the internal wavesM iw , which makes up
the difference, is less than one-fifth the momentum of

FIG. 11. Values of Frsw5csw
obs/@gs(d1eH)/2# (1/2) versuseH/(d1eH) in

two runs each of five experiments withs50.002 ~triangles!, 0.004
~squares!, 0.007~diamonds!, 0.017~pentagons!, and 0.033~circles!, and in
three runs each of three experiments that are set up initially as three-
fluids with s50.004 ~upright cross!, s50.008 ~diagonal cross!, and s
50.014~star!. The diagonal dashed line is the best fit line through the d
and the origin.
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intrusion, Mi . Since an increase ins results in a greater
initial momentum of the current, a greater amount of m
mentum must be transferred to the internal waves befo
solitary wave can be excited. Consequently, the current m
propagate further along the tank before momentum is co
pletely lost to the trapped internal waves and the solit
wave.

Momentum balance can be used to predict the dista
at which the solitary wave first appears. SupposingMi

5M iw1M sw, and rearranging the defining equations to is
late Lsw gives

Lsw.e2
H3

Aiw
2 3F12S d

eH D 3/2S 11
Asw

d D S 8

3

Asw

H D 1/2G , ~20!

where the approximationDd.eH, has been used.
The distanceLsw traversed by the intrusion depend

strongly on the depthd of the middle layer and on the am
plitudeAiw of the trailing internal waves. Asd increases,Lsw

decreases. BecauseAiw generally decreases with increasin
s, Lsw is an increasing function ofs.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that an intrusion in a three-layer flu
may excite both large-amplitude internal waves and solit
waves. The waves are continuously excited provided
middle layer is sufficiently wide. Two internal wave mode
may be excited in theory, but only sinuous waves are
served in practice because their phase speed is close t
intrusion speed.

In comparison with idealized theories of two- and thre
layer fluids, generally we find agreement to first order. D
crepancies are attributed to the relatively small volume
fluid in the intrusion and the non-negligible thickness of t
interfaces between fluid layers of different density. Measu
ments of intrusion and wave speeds allow us to develop
dictions based upon experimental parameters. In particu
when internal and solitary wave speeds are rescaled, ex
ments show the resulting Froude numbers exhibit linear
pendence on 1/d if the lock length is sufficiently small.

The observed transition from two- to three-layer dyna
ics has important qualitative implications to the study of p
lutant transport in stratified fluids. Though mass is tra
ported a great distance along a thin interface, this is not
case if repeated mixing occurs or if the middle layer is s
ficiently wide.

In the work presented here, the middle layer density
restricted to be equal to the mean of the upper and lo
layer densities, and the depths of the upper and lower la
are the same. In a future study of a three-layer fluid, t
restriction will be relaxed so thatr12r0Þr22r1 .
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